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<abstract>

In addition to the two-dimensional propagation of wavepacket, electron

heating and current drive by a lower hybrid wave in afterglow plasmas

are investigated in a small torus. Because the wavepacket, which has a

wide frequency spectrum, spreads in space and time due to dispersion,

the pulse width of a received wavepacket accompanied with frequency shift

increases. The experimental results including the direct observed group

and phase velocities agree with the theoretical analysis. Lower hybrid

waves with low power (< 10 W and ^ 100 /JS) above the threshold power

(= 0.3 W) are observed which heat electrons and drive the toroidal

current. The power threshold is related to the power dependence on

parametric instability. It is pointed out that parametrically excited

lower hybrid waves take part in both electron heating and filling up the

spectral gap which is closely related to current startup.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, there has been considerable interest in lower

hybrid (LH) current startup and drive which is related to the realization

of a steady-state tokamak (Rutherford, 1983). Although the achievement

of a high density steady-state tokamak with an LH current startup and

drive is required, the present efficiency of the current drive is around

one-seventh the value needed for practical use (Engelman, 1985).

Therefore, improving the current-drive efficiency is the most important

area for the realization of steady operation. We have to solve the

physical mechanism, for controlling the LH wave - plasma interaction, in

order to develop the new procedure which will result in the higher

efficiency needed for LH current drive. Possible improvements might

include a higher parallel refractive index A/,, a better N, spectrum and

a higher electron temperature Te plasma. In connection with the

demonstration of the current startup (Toi et al., 1984), the spectral

gap problem and the generation of a seed current in the current startup

phase have been studied in JIPP T-IIU (Ohkubo et al., 1985). It is

suggested that the higher A,',-LH waves parametrically excited at the lower

side-band (LSB) with respect to the pump frequency can bridge the spectral

gap between thermal-velocity region and the low-velocity end of the pump

wave spectrum, and that at the same time the LSB generates the tail

electrons which take the role of a seed current. A purpose of this paper

is to call attention to the effects of the parametric instability of LH

waves on electron heating, current startup and drive in an afterglow

plasma produced in a small torus.

We measure the group delay distortion for the LH wavepacket in order

to identify the excited waves. There is little experimental progress on
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the nonlinear LH wavepacket propagation including the formation of a

solitary wave, after the study on the density depression fay a pondermotive

force (Gekelman and Stenzel, 1375). Because priority was given to

nonlinear wavepacket propagation, linear behavior of wavepacket

propagation has been played down. The other purpose of this paper is to

examine the linear behavior of two-dimensional wavepacket propagation.

2. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION ON WAVEPACKET PROPAGATION

The linear propagation of a wavepacket E(z,t) was investigated in

the frame of one-dimensional space as the base of non-linear property

(Sugai et al., 1979; Ohe et al., 1980). The purpose of this section is

to extend the analysis of wavepacket propagation to the two-dimensional

space wavepacket E(x,z,t). Here, the external magnetic field is applied

in the direction of the z-axis ->nd an inhomogeneity of the plasma density

exists in the direction perpendicular to the z-axis, which we define as

the x-axis. Electric field Ei(i=x,z) of a obliquely propagating wave to

the magnetic field is expressed by

L-~/ / Ei(kz,Ei(x,z,t)=Re—L-~/ / Ei(kz,u)exp{ikx(k.,<a)x+ikzZ-iat]dk?doi, (1)
(&)''

where £i(fc?,w) is the Fourier transformation of the electric field

£i(x,z,t) at the boundary x = 0, i.e.,

£i(fc*,<a)-J"J Ei(0,z,t)exp(iwt-ifc2z)dzdi, (2)

and fci(fcz,&>) is calculated from the linear dispersion relation of LH wave,

(3)
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For simplicity, we analyze the z component of the electric field

Ez(x,z,t) for the LH wave. Because the relation Ex(kz,a) = (kx/kz)Ez(kz,a)

is satisfied for the electrostatic wave, the estimation of Ex(x,z,i) is

straightforward. Let the Gaussian wavepacket with center frequency wo

and pulse width T launch from a spatially localized RF antennas,

EAO,z,t)-AS(z)ev;p(-t2/T2-iuot). (4)

Therefore, Ez(kz,u) is given by

(5)

where, fi = <a - «o. The wavenumber kx can be expanded around coo and

by the Taylor expansion,

kx(.kz,a>) = kxo+ Kz(dkx/dkz)o+ Q(dkx/du)o+ Kf(

/8Ma)o+ ^(d^x/da^o/Z, (6)

where, Kz = kz - kzo and the suffix 0 represents a = coo and k: = fc>o. It

is obvious from the cold dispersion equation (3) that (d2kx/dkl)o

vanishes. To calculate Ez{x,z, t), Eqs.(5) and (6) are substituted into

Eq.(l). By using the transformation of the x and z variables,

VO" (a2fcx/afcrfla) or, (7)

U—e/»?.
and the integration over Kz,

2 ( 8 )
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we obtain

no o)

where,

B - ( T Z / 4 ) - ( I / 2 ) (d2fcx/aco2)ox. (10)

Because both the launching and receiving antennas in the experiments have

a finite size, the electric field E* of waves arriving at the receiving

probe is obtained by superposing various frequency components. Assuming

that the receiving probe is placed on the main resonance cone related to

the center frequency f = 0, and that all the signals within the resonance

cone corresponding to f = ±e are received, we evaluate the total electric

field E2t,

,z,t)= I Es(x,2,t)dC=
J-c

- 7 =

/aa)ox-i}2/(4B)J- Er/(*/B~e), (11)

where z + (dkx/dkz)ox = 0 and Erf is the error function. If the resonance

cone width determined from the RF pulse width, which emanates from the

point (finite-length) source, perfectly covers the finite-size (point)

receiving antenna, we can replace e with infinity. By using

Erf{°>)-JW/2., we obtain finally

X,Z, t ) ~ 4 . . 2. , 2v2 2 1/« C 0 S fcO.T+fciOZ-«oi + §

2(e2fc:c/aa)2)ox} (afcx/ea))or-t}2
 W n r T2{(afcx/a&>)oy-t}2-

r+
+4(a2fcx/aa)z)gx2 * PC ]
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where, ¥>=tan"'{-2(d2fcI/d4)
2)ox/T2 } and

z+(dkx/dkz)ox-O. (13)

The position at which the maximum £2»(.r,z,t) is satisfied is

0,
0.

The full width at half maximum of the wavepacket in time is given by

At i/2=2rVU +4(d-A.-r/dc,/)6xVTl I n 2 (15)

from Eq . (12) . The r e l a t i o n means t ha t Lt\/z inc reases as the wavepacket

propagates . The frequency of t he rece iv ing s igna l <a,oc i s deduced from

Eq. (12) ,

4(a2fci/6r-2

By substi tuting (a2Ara/di)2)o=2fc2oapc/«o and (aArx/aa)o=i-fczOi-1pcA1o and taking

account of fcK>> 0, x<0 and z> 0, we find that &)rcc decreases as a function

of time and becomes equal to «o at the maximum amplitude and then

decreases further.

3 . EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES

A schematic view of the small to rus (minor rad ius ci = 5 cm and major

rad ius R = 25 cm) in which the experiments a r e c a r r i ed out i s shown in

F i g . l Using an e l e c t r o n cyc lo t ron resonance (EER) of which layer i s in
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r = -1 cm, a hydrogen afterglow plasma (the gas pressure of 8xlO~4Torr)

is produced in the toroidal magnetic field 6= 870 gauss. The microwave

power (2.45 GHz and 600 V) is repeatedly launched from the low field side

with the standard WR 430 waveguide at 2.5-10 H2 with a pulse width of

220 its. The diagnostics for the plasma parameters consist of Langmuir

probes for time and space, resolved temperature Tc> density nc and a

Rogowski coil (2000 turns) for the plasma currenj.. Ip. The electron

density profile is measured with ion saturation current Is; as a function

of the time t. At first the microwave breakdown occurs at the BCR layer

and energetic electrons move outwards due to the curvarture and gradient

B drifts. Because ionization, due to the strong microwave field near

the wall and the presence of seed electrons, takes place a strong peak

in Isi is observed near the wall. In addition, a weak broad peak also

exists in the wide region which includes the ECR and upper hybrid layer.

In an afterglow phase after t=* 400 /is, such a nonuniform profile

disappears and a uniform plasma with a trapezoid profile is obtained as

a result of the toroidal drift. For wave measurements and current startup

experiments, a uniform afterglow plasma is preferred from the viewpoint

of a quiescent Maxwellian plasma.

As shown in Fig. 1, LH waves («o/2ir= 50-150 MHz) with phase-coherent

RF are always injected by a pair of neighboring strips (for instance,

S4.S5 in Fig. 1) from among the half-turn strip array. The strips,

each 5 mm in width, have a central interval of t0 mm and are installed

on the Pyrex glass vessel on the low field side. To detect the excited

wave, two movable double-tip probes, with the tips parallel to the

magnetic field, are used. The electric field of the wave is obtained by

subtracting the signals coming from the double tip with a 180 degree

hybrid coupler. The continuous RF signal is gated by the first mixer
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which is controlled by a generator delay-triggered from the start of an

ECR discharge. The gated RF, via a directional coupler, triggers the

sampling oscilloscope, which sends a synchronous pulse out that drives

the fast pulse generator. The pulse generator defines the final pulse

width TRF of the RF wavepacket by switching the RF through the second

mixer. The RF pulse is amplified and applied to the strip antennas. In

the experiment on wavepacket propagation, outputs through a 180 degree

hybrid coupler are connected to a pair of neighboring strips. By changing

the pair along the toroidal direction and scanning the receiving

double-tip probe along the radial direction, we measure a ray trajectory.

In the current startup experiment, RFs' with a 90 degree phase difference

are applied to a 16 strip antenna array to launch a propagating wave.

The position of the probe r is measured, for the low field side, from

the center of the vessel and the central position of the strip antenna z

is determined with the distance from the probe as shown in Fig. 1.

As the time sequence is shown in Fig. 2, the phase-coherent LH waves

are iniscted into a quiescent plasma (8ne/ne<l%), where Te=<0.5 eV and

nc~ lxlOl0cnf3. All the output signals from a spectrum analyser, a

sampling oscilloscope, the Langmuir probe and the Rogowski coil are

finally sampled and integrated with a boxcar integrator. The sawtooth

period, with 10-15 minutes to sweep the abscissa of each instrument, is

necessary to obtain a distinct frequency spectrum, the waveform, the I-V

characteristics of the probe measurement and the waveform of the current.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1. Wavepacket propagation

To examine the ray trajectory of an LH wave, a wavepacket with TRF
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=50 ns, and a center frequency uo/&t = 70 MHz is launched by the pair of

neighboring strips at t = 600 us, picked up by the radial probe and

detected by the sampling oscilloscope for various distances between the

exciting antenna and the detector. In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) the ion

saturation profile and the detected RF electric field are plotted as solid

curves. For reference, the amplitude received with the spectrum analyzer

at zero scan mode is shown as dashed curves when the pulse width of

wavepacket is increased to 100 JJS. The observed ray path is linear and

is in the wavefront as expected theoretically. Here, time ts is a

sampling time from >.he reference RF signal. The finite width of the ray

results mainly from the finite exciting and receiving antennas length

and partly from the broad frequency spectrum width (<*70 ±20MHz) due to

the wavepacket. The measured cone half angle 8C (tan"'idr/cfei) for

different frequencies is shown in Table I and compared with the values

calculated from Eq. (13), where the electron density calculated from

ISi is used. The experimental results are in agreement with the

theoretical prediction. The wavepacket is measured along the ray path

as shown in Fig. 3(c). The wavepacket propagates with a group velocity

of 3.3xl08cni/s at «o/27r= 70 MHz and its phase does not change along the

ray path. The result means that vg is perpendicular to k as seen in Fig.

3(b). While the wavepacket goes along the ray path, its envelope becomes

somewhat roundish due to dispersion, and the swerve of higher and lower

frequencies components with respect to coo from the detecting antenna.

It is noted that the decrease in amplitude of the wavepacket results from

the collisional damping and the effect of the dispersion. To confirm this

dispersive behavior and measure the perpendicular phase velocity vpl,

the radial propagation of the wavepacket is measured by fixing the

position (z= 11 cm) of the antenna. Both the waveform and the frequency
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spectrum are shown in Figs.4 (a) and 4 (b). It is obvious that the higher

(lower) frequency component with respect to the central frequency of the

wavepacket locates the high (low) field side of the main ray. The fact

that the wavepacket in the high field side arrives earlier than that on

the main ray path results from the wave dispersion (Eqs. (12) and (14)).

The measured vpi at <DO/27T= 90 MHz is 3.2x 107cm/s. In Table I,

experimentally observed vg and vpi, for uo/Zn= 50, 70, 90 MHz and

calculated values for two fci are also shown. The agreement between

experimental and calculated values is good except that the parallel

wavenumber (fci) fitted for three frequencies is 1.34 cm"' which is 0.4

times as large as the calculated value (fc,= 3.14 cm"1, the width of fci

spectra AA:,=2 cm"1) from the spacing of the pair of strips. This

discrepancy may be attributed to an axial density gradient (Bellan and

Porkolab, 1976) or to the effect of a fringe field in front of the

strips. It is experimentally shown that the main ray path has a finite

width and that the ray has a higher (lower) frequency component with a

larger (smaller) cone angle when the wavepacket is injected. Even on

the main ray, waves with different frequency components overlap. This

property can also be understood from the following results. In Fig. 5

the phase is plotted as a function of time with a parameter of z when

the wavepacket is observed along the main ray path. It is evident that

high frequency component arrives earlier than the center frequency

component is received. The frequency of the wavepacket head decreases

as the wave packet propagates far into the plasma as expected Eq.(i6).

It is noted that the pulse width At 1/2 increases as the wavepacket

propagates, as shown in Fig. 3(c). The behavior is consistent with

Eq.(15).
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4.2. Current startup experiments

Large amplitude propagating waves (<10 VO with TBF=100 /JS at ao/Za

= 144 MHz are launched via 16 half-turn metal strips (5 nun in width),

placed so that the central interval is 10 mm, instead of a pair of

strips. The phase difference Lq> between strips is 90°. Typical temporal

evolutions of the plasma parameters are plotted in Figs. 6(a)-(f) . When

the RF is injected, the toroidal current Ip starts up. By changing the

direction of phase velocity to A<p=-90° between strips, we confirm that

about 90 % of the RF power propagates for the direction corresponding to

the sign of A<p and the direction of toroidal current is reversed. The

efficiency of the observed current drive with = lmA/W bears comparison

with the earlier experiment in an afterglow plasma in a linear machine

(McWilliams et al., 1980). After the RF pulse is switched on, the lower

side band (LSB) «2 and an ion acoustic wave with a low frequency (LF) «i

caused by parametric instability appear (Figs. 6(d), 6(e) and 6(f)).

The electron temperature measured at r= 2.5 cm increases from 0.5 to 3.5

eV (Fig. 6(b)) . The electron density n0 decreases by 30 % at the

biginning of the RF pulse and then recovers its value without the RF

(Fig.6(a)). Here, the measurements by the Langumir probe are carried

out after the RF is turned off, by changing the pulse width, to eliminate

the effect of the RF on the measurement. The typical decay spectrum is

shown in Fig. 6 (g). The frequency matching condition is satisfied and

the decay spectrum broadens. The parallel E, coupling dominates Ej.xB if

(co^/woMCc)(«i/«o)<l (Wong et al., 1980a). In this experiment, dominant

process is E« coupled decay. Because the pump frequency is higher than

LH frequency (wo-6aih) the non-resonant parametric decay instability is

inhibited (Porkolab, 1974). The observed decay instability is likely to

be a resonant decay into an HI wave and an ion acoustic wave (Wong et al.,
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1960a; Porkolab, 1974 and 1977; Matsumoto et al., 1983). Heating of bulk

electrons is qualitatively similar to the experimental results in a linear

machine (McWilliaras et al., 1980; Porkolab et al., 1976) and in a toroidal

device (Ohkubo et al., 1985). There is no possibility of direct electron

heating of the target plasma by the pump wave because of a/k,Vtc-14

(upl=5.7 xl0
8cm/s > ute=4.2xl0

7cm/s). The dominant process of electron

heating is thought to be electron Landau damping of LSB waves generated

by the parametric instability of the LH wave. Theoretical analysis of

the growth rate shows that the parallel phase velocity of the LSB which

gives the maximum growth rate is nearly equal to 3.5 vu. Coincident with

electron heating, an enhanced electron tail which carrys toroidal current

may be created. At the end of the RF pulse, the density and temperature

as well as the parametric signals are measured as a function of radial

position. As shown in Fig. 7, the profile of the LSB wave is similar

to that of the LF. Compared to the electron density profile without an

RF, the profile in the presence of an RF markedly changes. Confined

electrons drift with a velocity of v<t=m(ifi+i£/2)RxB/crFpB2. The drift

velocity of electrons heated by parametric instability increases by

around 7 times. As a result of the change in drift velocity, the density

profile is reformed because only a constant dc vertical field Bv is used.

As demonstrated by (Wong et.al., 1980b), when the vertical field is

applied in accordance with the direction of injected propagating wave,

Ip increases and reaches the maximum at Bu=±(3-3.5) gauss. Assuming

Vi«v,, we can obtain the value v, of electron which is carrying the

toroidal current as =* 4xlO8 cm/s (30-40 eV.). The value resonablely

agrees with the phase velocity of pump waves. In Fig. 8, an RF driven

current is shown as a function of injected power PHF. Beyond the .

threshold power Pcritt* 0.3 W), IP as well as Tc increases linearly for
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both clockwise and counterclockwise propagating waves. Power dependence

of decay signals Er(<a,),(i=1,2) also show a similar behavior. Therefore,

it can be concluded that parametric instability plays a more important

role in current startup as well as in electron heating, as proposed in

the current startup experiment by observing the EtxJ3 parametric couping

(Ohkubo et. ol., 1985). It is probably that LH waves parametrically

excited at LSB heat electrons and fill energy gap between a region close

to the electron thermal velocity (without RF) and pump phase velocity.

The ratio of stored magnetic energy LIp/2 to an increase in internal

energy ncA7'c.V is roughly 10"
7, this value is beyond comparison to the case

of an LH current startup in a tokamak. It becomes evident that injected

RF power is mainly consumed to heat the electrons and partly to drive

the current.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the experimental measurement of wavepacket

propagation leads to an agreement with wave-propagation theory. The

current startup experiment gives a more convincing mechanism for filling

the spectral gap in a plasma current startup by LH waves. The complete

measurement including the current profile, electron velocity distribution

function and decay wave propagation are not attempted. For future

experiments, such a detailed measurement should be performed with a view

toward the role of non-linear wave-particle interaction in current

startup.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 : Schematic view of the experimental device. The system used to

excite and receive phase-coherent waves.

Fig. 2 : Typical time sequence for the experiment. In the waveform

measurement of lower hybrid waves, a double time scale sampling

technique is adopted.

Fig. 3 : (a) Ion saturation current vs. radial position. ; (b)

spatial waveform along the radial position as a parameter of z at

ts= 150 ns. ; (c) phase-coherent lower hybrid wavepackets at

different positions on the resonance cone. The measured vg is

equal to 3.3 xl08cm/s for MO/2T= 70 MHz. Here, time ts is a

sampling time measured from the reference RF signal.

Fig. A '• (a) Phase-coherent lower hybrid wavepackets with 90 MHz at

different radial positions in z = 11 cm and ; (b) frequency

spectrum corresponding to (a). For reference, the input spectrum

is shown at the bottom. Here, time ts is a sampling time measured

from the reference RF signal.

Fig. 5 : Change in the wave phase of the wavepacket for the different

positions on the resonance cone. Here, time ts is a sampling time

measured from the reference RF signal.

Fig. 6 : Typical time evolution of (a) electron density ; (b) electron

temperature ; (c) plasma current ; (d) pump amplitude (ao) ; (e)

lower sideband amplitude (012) ; (f) low frequency amplitude (&>]);

and (g) frequency spectrum.

Fig. 7 : Radial dependence of (a) electron density and (b) electron

temperature with (open circle) and without (close circle) RF; (c)

pump amplitude (oo) .' (d) lower sideband amplitude (02) ; (e) low

frequency amplidtude (<ai)-
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Fig. 8 : Power dependence of (a) toroidal current for injecting an RF

along CCV and CW directions. ; (b) electron temperature (CCW) ;

(c) pump signal, a low frequency and lower sideband (CCW).
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Table I. Resonance cone angle, group velocity

and perpendicular phase velocity

sinO(?= (a>/%»

ao/2?r(MHz)

50

70

90

Experiment

4.1x10"'

5.9xlO"2

7.7xlO"2

Calculation

4.2xlO"2

6.0xl0"2

7.7xlO"2

vg=

Experiment

<ao/&r(MHz)

50 2.4xl08cm/s

70 3.3xl08cm/s

90 3.7xl0acm/s

Calculation

fc,=3.14ciif' fc,=1.34cnf'

1.0x108cm/s 2.3x108cra/s

1. 4x 108cm/s 3.3x108cm/s

1.8xl08cm/s 4.2xI08cm/s

Experiment

uo/27r(MHz)

50 1.0xl07cin/s

70 2.0xl07an/s

90 3.2xl07cm/s

Calculation

fc,=3.14cm

4.2xl06cm/s

8.4xl06an/s

1.4xl07cm/s

-1 fc,=1.34cM"'

9.8xl06an/s

2.0xl07an/s

3.3xl07cm/s
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